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ABSTRACT
Polymers are found everywhere in daily life. Natural polymers, such as wood, wool,
cotton and silk have been used by humans for centuries. During the past hundred years,
synthetic polymers have taken over from previous structural materials such as wood,
stone, iron or glass, and today most of the tools and containers used at home are made
of, at least partly, different plastics.
This thesis concentrates on studying irradiation effects in two polymers, polyethylene and
cellulose. Polyethylene (PE) is the most commonly used synthetic polymer and plastic
bottles, pipes, films, toys and food packages are usually made of different brands of PE.
As for cellulose, it is the most abundant natural polymer on Earth and almost all plant
life contains large amounts of cellulose.
Irradiation has been widely used by the industry to process and modify synthetic poly-
mers such as PE since the 1950s. The earliest applications were cross-linking of plastic
materials, sterilizing medical equipment and preserving food products, and since then,
many more practical applications for radiation processed materials have been developed.
Recently there has been a rise of interest in the usage of irradiation in relation to wood
products. Since the most abundant molecule in wood is cellulose, this raises an interest
in understanding radiation effects in cellulose.
Even though irradiation is nowadays widely used in processing of both synthetic and
natural polymers, the atomic level description of the physics of irradiation effects in
these materials is still very much incomplete. The focus of this thesis is to examine
the mechanism of irradiation induced defect formation in high-density polyethylene and
cellulose on 10−10 m length scale using molecular dynamics simulations. The results
presented in this thesis provide a unique atomic-level view into the reactions initiated by
irradiation in polymers, such as chain scission, radical formation and cross-linking.
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11 INTRODUCTION
Polyethylene and cellulose are found in abundance everywhere around you. Polyethylene
(PE) is the most commonly used synthetic polymer, its annual production being approx-
imately 80 million tons [70]. Plastic bottles, toys and food packages are usually made
of high-density polyethylene (HDPE), and, in general, whenever you are talking about
plastics there is about a 50% chance that you are actually referring to polyethylene. As
for cellulose, it is the main component of plant cell walls and almost all plant life contains
large amounts of cellulose; for instance, wood typically consists of 40-45% cellulose [84].
Polymeric materials such as plastics and rubber
are subject to irradiation in nature due to ultra-
violet light from the sun, and its long term ef-
fects can be seen in old and brittle plastic toys
(see Fig. 1) or cracking old tires. Irradiation has
also been deliberately used to process and mod-
ify polymeric materials by the industry for almost
half a century [36]. The earliest applications were
cross-linking plastic materials, sterilizing medical
equipment and preserving food products. Since
then, many more practical applications for radi-
ation processed materials have been developed.
For instance, electron beam cross-linking of syn-
thetic polymers like PE can be used to produce
heat-shrinkable plastic films for packaging foods,
or plastic foams and hydrogels for medical appli-
cations [76, 26].
Figure 1: A plastic toy made brittle
by long exposure to radiation.
Recently there has been a rise of interest in the usage of irradiation in relation to wood
products. For instance, plasmas can be used to modify the water absorbance of wood
surfaces [91, 12, 97, 8, 9], and recent work has shown that also electron beam irradiation
at 150 keV can have similar effects [94]. Since the most abundant molecule in wood is
cellulose, this raises an interest in understanding radiation effects in cellulose.
Even though irradiation is nowadays widely used in the processing of both synthetic
and natural polymers, the atomic level description of the physics of irradiation effects in
these materials is still very much incomplete. There are many reasons for this: organic
materials are difficult to characterize because of their often complex atomic structure,
especially in comparison to metals, and the complex structure leads to complex effects
such as chain scission, radical formation and cross-linking. Due to these reasons, the
computational modelling of irradiation effects in organic materials is more complicated
2than the modelling of irradiation effects in metals, and good tools for that purpose, such
as AIREBO [86, 17] and ReaxFF [90], have only become available quite recently.
The focus of this thesis is to examine the atomic level mechanism of irradiation induced
defect formation in HDPE and cellulose by using atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulations. A considerable number of experimental studies relating to radiation chemistry
and physics of PE [23, 22, 82, 45, 46, 69] have been published but only a few computa-
tional studies are available [11, 30, 99]. The irradiation of cellulose has been a subject of
study in some recent articles [49, 88, 93, 28] but MD simulations have not been previously
used. The first part of the results, presented in Section 6.1 of this thesis, is focused on the
threshold energy for damage production in both polyethylene and cellulose. This part
will shed some light on questions related to the radiation resistance of these materials.
The second part of the results, Section 6.2, will concentrate on the damage production
above the threshold energy, studying the effects of both single recoil events and damage
build-up from consecutive recoil impacts on HDPE or cellulose samples.
32 PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE
The goal of this thesis is to provide a better understanding of the atomistic mechanism of
defect formation as a result of low-energy radiation in organic materials. For this purpose
molecular dynamics simulations have been used to study the details of the irradiation
process in high-density polyethylene and cellulose Iβ. The results presented in this thesis
provide a unique atomic-level view into the reactions initiated by irradiation in polymers,
such as chain scission, radical formation and cross-linking.
This thesis consists of this summary and five publications. The five publications are
referred to by bold-face Roman numerals. The structure of the thesis is as follows. In this
section, the five publications are summarized and the author’s contributions are explained.
In section 3, a general overview of polymers and more detailed descriptions of polyethylene
and cellulose are presented. Low energy irradiation effects in solids are discussed in
section 4. Section 5 describes the computational methods used in this thesis. In section 6
the main results of this thesis are provided. First the results from the damage threshold
simulations are outlined and then the results from simulations of damage production
above the threshold energy. Finally, conclusions are presented in section 7.
2.1 Summaries of the original publications
Publication I: Primary Radiation Defect Production in Polyethylene and Cel-
lulose
J. Polvi, P. Luukkonen, T. T. Järvi, T. W. Kemper, S. B. Sinnott, and K. Nordlund,
Journal of Physical Chemistry B 116, 13932-13938 (2012) [71]
Reprinted with permission in the printed version of this thesis. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
Irradiation effects in polyethylene and cellulose were examined using molecular dynam-
ics simulations. The governing reactions in both materials were chain scissioning and
generation of small hydrocarbon and peroxy radicals. Recombination of chain fragments
and cross-linking between polymer chains were found to occur less frequently. Crystalline
cellulose was found to be more resistant to radiation damage than crystalline polyethy-
lene. Statistics on radical formation are presented and the dynamics of the formation of
radiation damage discussed.
Publication II: Irradiation effects in high-density polyethylene
J. Polvi and K. Nordlund, Nuclear Instruments and Methdods in Physics Research B
312, 54-59 (2013) [73]
Reprinted with permission in the printed version of this thesis. Copyright 2013, Elsevier.
Using molecular dynamics simulations, we have studied the irradiation effects in high
density polyethylene. We found that the governing reactions were chain scissioning and
generation of free radicals, whereas cross-linking and recombination of chain fragments
4was rare. We also determined the threshold energy for creating defects in the polyethylene
lattice as a function of the recoil angle. Our analysis on the damage threshold energy
shows that it is strongly dependent on the initial recoil direction and on average two times
higher for the carbon atoms than for the hydrogen atoms in the polyethylene chain.
Publication III: Self-recoil irradiation effects in crystalline polyethylene
J. Polvi and K. Nordlund, Proceedings of the 2013 Ion-Solid Interactions conference,
Volume 2, 69-73, Moscow aviation institute publisher, Moscow, Russia (2013) [75]
Reprinted with permission in the printed version of this thesis. Copyright 2013, Moscow aviation institute.
In order to get insight into the atomistic mechanism of cross-linking, we examine here
irradiation-induced defects in crystalline high density polyethylene, using molecular dy-
namics simulations. Polyethylene is the structurally and conceptually the simplest of
organic polymers, and experimentally HDPE has been observed to have high tendency
for cross-linking. Our results illustrate the probability and nature of damage produced
by low-energy recoils in HDPE.
Publication IV: Comparison of low-energy β radiation effects in polyethylene
and cellulose by molecular dynamics simulations
J. Polvi and K. Nordlund, NIMB Proceedings: The 17th International Conference on
Radiation Effects in Insulators, (2013), Accepted for publication [72]
Reprinted with permission in the printed version of this thesis. Copyright 2013, Elsevier.
Using molecular dynamics simulations, we have compared the low-energy β radiation
effects in high density polyethylene and cellulose. We determined the threshold energy for
creating defects as a function of the recoil direction, for a carbon atom in the polyethylene
chain, and for one of the carbon atoms in the cellulose chain. Our analysis shows that
the damage threshold energy is in both cases strongly dependent on the initial recoil
direction and on average slightly higher for the carbon atoms in the polyethylene chain
than for the target carbon atom in the cellulose chain. Additionally we performed two
sets of recoil event simulations in polyethylene sample, with 50 and 100 eV recoil energy,
and compared the outcome with previously reported recoil event results from cellulose
simulations.
Publication V: Low-energy irradiation effects in cellulose
J. Polvi and K. Nordlund, Journal of Applied Physics, (2013), Submitted for publica-
tion [74]
Using molecular dynamics simulations, we determined the threshold energy for creating
defects as a function of the incident angle, for all carbon and oxygen atoms in the cellulose
monomer. Our analysis shows that the damage threshold energy is strongly dependent on
the initial recoil direction and on average slightly higher for oxygen atoms than for carbon
atoms in cellulose. We also performed cumulative bombardment simulations mimicking
low-energy electron irradiation (such as TEM imaging) on cellulose and analysed the
resulting damage.
52.2 Author’s contribution
The author carried out all the simulations in publications II-V while in publication I,
a part of the polyethylene simulations were done by Petri Luukkonen. Analysis of the
results and writing of the manuscripts was mainly carried out by the author for all
publications.
Other work
In addition to publications included in this thesis, the author has contributed to the fol-
lowing article:
In connection to the publication [43], the author performed molecular dynamics simu-
lations on ethylene carbonate and propylene carbonate liquids to get properly relaxed
input systems for the tight-binding simulations performed there. The author also wrote
the part describing these MD simulations in the article.
63 POLYMERS
3.1 Overview
A polymer is a large molecule composed of many repeated subunits, known as monomers.
The term polymer derives from the Greek ’poly’ meaning ’many’ and ’mer’ meaning units.
Polymers are formed by linking a large number of small molecules together. Perhaps the
simplest example of a polymer is polyethylene (CH2-CH2)n, shown in Fig. 2, which can
be viewed as an extension of usual, fully saturated hyrdocarbons of form CxH2x+2. Here
n represents the number of repeating units in the polyethylene chain.
Polymers can be divided in two categories based on their origin: synthetic and natural.
Synthetic polymers are man-made polymers derived from petroleum oil. Examples of
synthetic polymers include nylon, polyethylene, polyester, Teflon, and epoxy. Natural
polymers occur in nature and are often water-based. Examples of naturally occurring
polymers are silk, wool, DNA, cellulose and proteins.
Many natural polymers have been common
at homes for centuries, but during the most
recent decades synthetic polymers have re-
placed natural polymers in many appliances.
Previously tools and containers were usually
manufactured from materials such as wood,
stone, iron or glass, but nowadays most of
them are made of, at least partly, different
plastics. The increased use and success of
synthetic polymers have been based on eco-
nomic factors such as advanced oil drilling
techniques, and the fact that as natural ma-
terials become scarcer they become relatively
more expensive [92].
Figure 2: The repeating unit of
polyethylene.
Another feature which can be used to categorize polymers is the degree of crystallinity.
Polymers may be fully or partially crystalline, or completely disordered (amorphous). The
disordered state may be glassy and brittle, molten and viscous or, it may be rubbery. In
general, branched and cross-linked polymers tend to be amorphous while a linear polymer
can be either amorphous or partly crystalline depending upon how it is manufactured.
Examples of branched and cross-linked polymers are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In polymer
chemistry, branching occurs by the replacement of a substituent, such as a hydrogen atom,
on a monomer subunit, by another covalently bonded chain of that polymer. Branch-
ing interferes with the orderly packing of molecules, so that the degree of crystallinity
decreases.
7Figure 3: Branch point in a polymer.
(Image source: Wikipedia article [95])
Figure 4: Vulcanization is an example of
cross-linking. Two polyisoprene chains are
cross-linked by added sulfur atoms. (Image
source: Wikipedia article [96])
In cross-linking rubber by vulcanization, short sulfur branches link polyisoprene chains
into a multiply branched thermoset1 elastomer 2. Rubber can also be so completely vul-
canized that it becomes a rigid solid, so hard it can be used to make bowling balls.
Branching sometimes occurs spontaneously during synthesis of polymers; e.g., in free-
radical polymerization of ethylene to form polyethylene. In fact, preventing branching
when producing linear polyethylene requires special methods.
The extent to which polymer molecules will crystallize depends on their structures and on
the magnitudes of the secondary bond forces (van der Waals forces) among the polymer
chains. The greater the linearity of the polymer molecule and the stronger the intermolec-
ular forces, the greater the tendency toward crystallization. Linear PE has essentially the
best structure of all polymers for chain packing. Its molecular structure is very simple
and perfectly regular, and the small methylene groups fit easily into a crystal lattice.
Linear HDPE therefore crystallizes easily and to a high degree (70-80%) even though its
intermolecular forces are small [33].
1Polymeric material irreversibly hardened by cross-links into a rigid shape.
2A material with both elastic and viscous properties.
83.2 Polyethylene
Polyethylene is the most widely used plastic, with an annual production of approximately
80 million tons [70]. Structurally polyethylene is a thermoplastic3 polymer consisting of
long chains produced by combining the ingredient ethylene CH2=CH2. The ethylene
repeat unit combines in long polyethylene chains shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5: Polyethylene chains.
3.2.1 Types of polyethylene
Polyethylene is classified into several different categories based mostly on its density and
branching. The mechanical properties of PE depend significantly on variables such as
branching, cross-linking, crystallinity and the molecular weight.
The most common types of PE are low-density polyethylene (LDPE), linear low-density
polyethylene (LLDPE), cross-linked polyethylene (PEX or XLPE), high-density polyethy-
lene (HDPE), and ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE). The HDPE is
the subject of study in publications I-IV of this thesis. Table 1 compares some of the
fundamental properties of these different PE types. With regard to industrial production,
the most important polyethylene grades are HDPE, LLDPE and LDPE.
UHMWPE has an extremely high molecular weight with a molecular mass up to 6 ·
106 g/mol [85] due its long polymer chains (up to 200000 ethylene units). The long
chains make UHMWPE a very tough material, with the highest impact strength of any
3A polymer that becomes moldable above a specific temperature, and returns to a solid state upon
cooling. [10]
9thermoplastic presently made [85]. UHMWPE is used in many applications where ex-
treme durability is needed, such as in hip and knee implants and in bulletproof vests.
PEX is a form of polyethylene with a large number of cross-linked bonds in the polymer
structure, typically 65–89% of the chains are cross-linked, changing it from thermoplastic
to a thermoset [18]. PEX is usually formed into tubing, and is used predominantly in
industrial pipework systems, domestic water piping, and as insulation for high voltage
electrical cables. Almost all PEX is made from HDPE.
Table 1: Typical values of crystallinity, density, melting point, tensile strenght and
the average number of branches in different types of PE. Values adapted from [51]
(UHMWPE), [33] (HDPE), [50] (LDPE and HDPE), [24] (LDPE and LLDPE), [18]
(PEX),[79] (LLDPE) and [41] (all TS values).
Type of PE Crystallinity%
Density
g/cm3
Melting
Point ◦C
Tensile
Strength
MPa
# Branches
per 1,000
C atoms
LDPE 35-50 0.91-0.94 105-116 10-20 10-40
LLDPE 65-80 0.92-0.94 125 10-35 4-21
PEX 30-50 0.92-0.94 133 15-30 10-25
HDPE 70-80 0.94-0.97 120-140 15-40 < 5-10
UHMWPE 39-75 0.93-0.94 125-138 30-53 ?
LDPE is defined by a density range of 0.910–0.940 g/cm3 (see Table 1) and molecular
weight of less than 50000 g/mol [51]. LDPE has a high degree of short and long chain
branching, causing decreased ability for the chains to pack into a crystal structure. Thus it
has weaker intermolecular forces and this results in a lower tensile strength and increased
ductility. The high degree of branching with long chains gives molten LDPE unique
and desirable flow properties. LDPE is used for both rigid containers and plastic film
applications such as plastic bags and film wrap. In 2009 the global LDPE market had a
volume of circa $22.2 billion [20].
LLDPE has a similar density range and molecular weight to LDPE. LLDPE is a very linear
polymer with significant numbers of short branches to increase linearity [79]. LLDPE
has a higher tensile strength than LDPE, and higher impact and puncture resistances.
Because of this LLDPE can be made into films with lower thickness than those made
of LDPE, and, with a better environmental stress resistance. LLDPE is mainly used
in packaging, particularly film for bags and sheets. In 2009 the world LLDPE market
volume was almost $24 billion [21].
The main subject in publications I-IV is high-density polyethylene. HDPE is defined
by a density of greater than 0.94 g/cm3 (shown in Table 1). HDPE has a low degree
of branching and thus stronger intermolecular forces and tensile strength. It takes 1.75
10
kilograms of petroleum to make one kilogram of HDPE [54]. HDPE can be produced
using chromium/silica catalysts, Ziegler-Natta catalysts or metallocene catalysts. The
lack of branching is ensured by an appropriate choice of catalyst and reaction conditions.
HDPE is widely used in products and as a packaging material. For example, one third
of all toys are manufactured from HDPE [19]. In 2007 the global HDPE consumption
reached a volume of more than 30 million tons [19].
The molecular structure of different types of PE explains some of the trends found in
the data in Table 1. Branching impairs the regularity of the structure and hinders chain
packing. Branched LDPE is thus only partially (35-50%) crystalline. On the other hand
the lower crystallinity of UHMWPE is explained by its extreme molecular length which
makes efficient chain packing difficult. Many of the differences in physical properties
between low-density and high-density PE’s can be attributed to the higher crystallinity
of the latter. Thus, linear HDPE has higher density than the branched material (density
range of 0.94-0.97 g/cm3 vs 0.91-0.93 g/cm3), higher melting point (typically higher than
125 ◦C compared to 112 ◦C), greater stiffness and tensile strength, greater hardness, and
lower permeability to gases and vapours.
3.3 Cellulose
Cellulose (C6H10O5)n is a natural polymer, a long chain of β(1 → 4) linked D-glucose
molecules. It is the main component of plant cell walls, and the basic building block
for many textiles and for paper. Cotton is the purest natural form of cellulose. In the
laboratory, ashless filter paper is a source of nearly pure cellulose.
Most of the wood species contain 40-45% of cellulose [84]. Cellulose is mainly used to
produce paperboard and paper. Cellulose fibers in wood are bound in lignin4, and paper-
making involves treating wood pulp with alkalis or bisulfites to disintegrate the lignin, and
then pressing the pulp to matte the cellulose fibers together. Despite its great abundance,
cellulosic biomass has seen limited application outside the paper industry. Its use as a
feedstock for fuels and chemicals has been hindered by its highly crystalline structure,
inaccessible morphology and limited solubility.
Even though cellulose is insoluble in water and most organic solvents, many cellulose
derivatives, however, are non-crystalline and dissolve readily in organic solvents. Sub-
stituents in general decrease molecular chain stiffness and increase solubility and fusibility,
the effect being greater the larger the substituents group.
4Lignin is a natural polymer binding the cells, fibres and vessels which constitute wood. After cellulose,
it is the most abundant renewable carbon source on Earth.
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3.3.1 General properties
Cellulose has no taste, is odourless, hydrophilic, chiral, biodegradable, and insoluble in
water and most organic solvents. It can be broken down chemically into its glucose units
by treating it with concentrated acids at high temperature. Cellulose has no melting
point [80] (incineration occurs before plastification) and is fairly resistant to thermal
degradation.
Structurally cellulose is an unbranched poly-
mer of high molecular weight, its repeating
unit consisting of two anhydroglucose rings
(shown in Fig. 6). Many properties of cel-
lulose depend on its chain length (degree
of polymerization). Cellulose chains from
wood pulp have typical chain lengths be-
tween 300 and 1700 glucose units; cotton and
other plant fibers as well as bacterial cellu-
lose have chain lengths ranging from 800 to
10000 units [47].
Figure 6: The repeating unit of cellu-
lose.
The regular structure of the polymer allows crystal structures to be formed and accord-
ing to X-ray measurements cellulose is 70-85 % crystalline [66]. This high degree of
crystallinity is associated with hydrogen bond formation between adjacent chains, and
these strong intermolecular forces are sufficient to permit considerable expansion of the
unit cell without disruption during swelling by strong acids and alkalis [23].
3.3.2 Different crystal structures
Cellulose has been found to form several different crystalline structures, corresponding
to different hydrogen bonding networks between and within cellulose chains. Natural
cellulose is cellulose I, with structures Iα and Iβ [6]. Cellulose produced by bacteria and
algae is enriched in Iα while cellulose of higher plants consists mainly of Iβ [39]. An
orthographic view of the Iβ structure is shown in Fig. 7. The simulation system used to
model cellulose in publications I, IV and V represents the Iβ structure taken from [100].
Later it has been discovered that the ultrastructure of natural cellulose possesses unex-
pected complexity as Iα and Iβ can be found not only within the same cellulose sample,
but also along a given microfibril [60]. The relative amounts of Iα and Iβ vary between
samples of different origins. Whereas Iα rich specimens have been found in the cell walls
of some algae and in bacterial cellulose, Iβ rich specimens have been found in cotton,
wood and ramie fibers [60]. In comparison to the Iα phase, the Iβ-phase has been found
to be thermodynamically more stable [39].
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Figure 7: Cellulose Iβ crystal structure. (a) an orthographic view of the system along
the chain direction. (b) a view along the axis perpendicular to chain direction and the
plane of glucose rings. Hydrogen atoms are white, carbon blue and oxygen atoms red.
Cellulose in regenerated cellulose fibers is cellulose II [65]. It may be obtained from
cellulose I by either of two processes: a) regeneration, which is the solubilization of
cellulose I in a solvent followed by reprecipitation by dilution in water to give cellulose
II, or b) mercerization, which is the process of swelling native fibres in concentrated
sodium hydroxide, to yield cellulose II on removal of the swelling agent. The conversion
of cellulose I to cellulose II is irreversible, suggesting that cellulose I is metastable and
cellulose II is stable [48].
With various chemical treatments it is possible to produce the structures cellulose III and
cellulose IV: Celluloses IIII and IIIII are formed, in a reversible process, from celluloses
I and II, respectively, by treatment with liquid ammonia or some amines, and the sub-
sequent evaporation of excess ammonia. Polymorphs IVI and IVII may be prepared by
heating celluloses IIII and IIIII respectively, to 206 ◦C, in glycerol [65].
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4 LOW-ENERGY RADIATION EFFECTS IN
SOLIDS
4.1 Overview
Radiation can be defined as the propagation of energy through matter or space. It can
be in the form of electromagnetic waves or energetic particles. Radiation originates both
from natural sources such as sunlight or lightning discharges, and man-made sources
such as accelerators (ions, electrons), reactors (neutrons), wireless communications, and
medical applications.
Radiation can be divided into two categories based on its effect on the target material.
Non-ionizing radiation does not have enough energy to ionize atoms in the material it
interacts with. Forms of non-ionizing radiation include microwaves, radio waves, visible
light and ultraviolet radiation (except for the very shortest wavelengths). Ionizing ra-
diation, on the other hand, has enough energy to knock electrons from an atom, i.e. to
ionize. Ionizing radiation comes in the form of ion beams, α or β particles, neutrons,
X-rays and γ radiation.
The five basic mechanisms of any energy interchange between ionizing radiation and
atoms of the target sample are [23]:
1. Ionization - a process in which an orbital electron is removed from its parent nucleus
giving rise to a free electron and a positively charged (ionized) atom or molecule.
Ionization is not a relevant effect in metals but it has important consequences in
organic materials, e.g. the DNA in living cells can be damaged by ionization causing
an increased chance of cancer [4]. Unfortunately ionization is not tractable by the
simulation method used in this thesis.
2. Excitation - in which an electron is raised to a high energy level but remains bound
to its parent nucleus. In this case, the atom or molecule remains neutral. The
excitation phenomenon is also outside the scope of this thesis.
3. Displacement of a nucleus with or without its attendant electron.
4. Capture of the incident particle by an atomic nucleus and transformation of the
nuclear structure.
5. Scattering of the incident particle or photon and emission of secondary radiation.
When the recoil energy given to the target atom is larger than the damage threshold
energy (DTE), the radiation produces damage of types 3–5.
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The DTE is the minimum kinetic energy that an atom in a solid needs to be perma-
nently displaced from its lattice site to a defect position. It is quite commonly known
as ’displacement threshold energy’, but in this thesis the word damage is used instead
of displacement since in organic materials damage can occur in form of broken bonds
without atoms being ’displaced’. In a crystal, a separate threshold energy exists for
each crystallographic direction and one should distinguish between the minimum DTE ≡
DTEmin and the average DTE ≡ DTEave calculated over all lattice directions5. Average
DTEs in typical solids are of the order of 20–50 eV [5]. As will be demonstrated by our
DTE results for HDPE and cellulose in Section 6.1, for organic polymers the situation
is even more complex as each atom in the monomer typically has a different DTE from
other atoms and a strong directional dependence related to the local bonding structure.
In this thesis we concentrate on studying ionizing radiation with recoil energies close
to and above the DTE, corresponding to recoil energies caused by e.g., electron beams,
neutrons or ions with Ekin  1 MeV. One reason for limiting high-energy recoils outside
the scope of this study comes from the simulation setup: computational costs dictate
that the simulated material sample is only a few nm in diameter, with periodic boundary
conditions, and thus the energy given to the recoil atom should not be so large that
the recoil kicks the atom over the periodic boundaries (doing so might cause unphysical
self-interaction effects).
The upper limit for the maximum recoil energy our simulation system can contain is
roughly 100–500 eV, depending strongly on the recoil direction. In a binary collision
between the incoming irradiation particle (mass m) and an atom in the target sample
(mass M), the maximum energy Tmax that an incident particle can transfer to the target
is given by the formula [102]
Tmax =
2ME(E +mc2)
(M +m)2c2 + 2ME
≈ 4EMm
(M +m)2
, (1)
where E is the kinetic energy of the incoming particle, and the approximation is valid
if E  mc2. If the irradiating particle is a proton, the maximum recoil energy for a C
atom in the target sample is 0.28 × Ekin and for an O atom 0.22 × Ekin. For electrons,
it also follows from Eq. 1 that Tmax ≈ 2 · 10−4 ×Ekin for H atoms and 2 · 10−5 ×Ekin for
C atoms. Thus the maximum energy transfer from e.g. a 100 keV electron to C atom in
target sample is 20 eV, and to a H atom 220 eV. With a 500 keV electron energy, Tmax
to a H atom rises already to 1.6 keV, and to a C atom Tmax is 136 eV.
The other reason for modelling relatively low energies is that for ion irradiation electronic
stopping starts to dominate over nuclear stopping when the energy of the incoming ion
Einc & 0.1 MeV, and our simulation model does not include electronic effects.
5From now on, the subscript will be omitted for average DTE, meaning DTE ≡ DTEave.
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4.2 Electronic and nuclear stopping
The slowing down of an incoming ion, due to inelastic collisions with bound electrons in
the medium, is called electronic stopping. Since the number of collisions an ion experi-
ences with electrons is large, and since the charge state of the ion while traversing the
medium may change frequently, it is very difficult to describe all possible interactions for
all possible ion charge states. Thus the electronic stopping power is usually given as a
simple function of energy Se(E) [81].
Figure 8: Electronic stopping and nuclear stopping for aluminium ions in aluminium.
By nuclear stopping, one refers to elastic collisions between the ion and atomic nuclei in
the sample. Figure 8 shows electronic and nuclear stopping power for aluminium ions in
aluminium, versus particle energy per nucleon. The maximum of the nuclear stopping
curve typically occurs at energies of the order of 1 keV per nucleon [68].
If the repulsive potential V (r) between two interacting atoms is known, it is possible
to calculate the nuclear stopping power Sn(E). As can be seen from Fig. 8, electronic
stopping starts to dominate over nuclear stopping when the energy per nucleon& 0.1 MeV.
Nuclear stopping increases when the mass of the ion increases, and for very light ions
slowing down in heavy materials, the nuclear stopping is weaker than the electronic
stopping at all energies.
At energies between 0.01 and 1.0 MeV, the stopping power is the sum of two terms:
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S(E) = Se(E) + Sn(E). Several semi-empirical stopping power formulas have been de-
vised. The model given by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark [102] (the so called "ZBL"
stopping) implemented in the SRIM code [101], was used in Publication II in this thesis.
4.3 Radiation effects in polymers
The irradiation of polymeric materials with ionizing radiation (gamma rays, X-rays, ac-
celerated electrons, ion beams) leads to the formation of very reactive intermediates, free
radicals, ions and excited states [25]. Nowadays, the modification of polymers covers
radiation induced polymerization (graft polymerization6), the degradation of polymers
(chain scission) and radiation cross-linking.
Figure 9: A cross-link between two polymer chains in cellulose.
Chain-scissioning can be achieved, for example, through electron beam (EB) processing.
EB processing can cause the degradation of polymers, breaking chains and therefore re-
ducing the molecular weight. An example of this process is the breaking down of cellulose
fibers extracted from wood in order to shorten the molecules, thereby producing a raw
material that can be used to produce biodegradable detergents and diet-food substitutes.
Cross-linking of a polymer means that on the atomistic scale the polymer chains are
connected to each other by covalent or ionic bonds. A cross-link in cellulose is shown
in Fig. 9. When matter is cross-linked, its physical properties change: typically the
relative motion of polymer chains, the creep rate, decreases and dimensional stability is
improved. This affects the strength, causing rubber-like elasticity. In fact, without cross-
links this kind of elasticity would not generally occur [1]. It has also been observed that
6A graft polymer molecule is a branched polymer molecule in which one or more of the side chains
are different, structurally or configurationally, from the main chain.
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the thermal resistance (resistance against heat distortion) increases with the increasing
cross-link density of the material (Cowie [27], p. 346).
Cross-linking can be carried out by irradiating with high energy electrons, ions or rays.
Typical dose requirements for cross-linking are in the range of 50-200 kGy [26]. Alter-
natively, cross-linking can be achieved by chemical processes that are initiated by heat,
pressure and another substance which contains the so-called cross-linking reagents. The
prominent drawbacks of chemical cross-linking typically involve the generation of noxious
fumes and by-products of peroxide degradation [25]. In this thesis the focus of study will
be on irradiation induced cross-linking.
4.3.1 Polyethylene and irradiation
The most typical effects seen in a polyethy-
lene sample after irradiation are chain-
scissioning (broken chains), radical forma-
tion and cross-linking. A broken PE chain is
shown in Fig. 10. Cross-linking is the most
important of these reactions from applica-
tions’ point of view.
Radiation cross-linked polyethylene is a ba-
sic material used in many wire and cable
insulations. It is also used in heat shrink-
able tubes and tapes, for piping and for
warm water supply, for foamed materials and
for mould parts (end caps, electronic com-
ponents, machinery and automotive parts,
etc.) [34].
Figure 10: A broken polymer chain in
PE.
The radiation doses required for cross-linking in pure LDPE or HDPE samples are much
higher than, for instance, the ones needed for PE samples diluted in aqueous solutions [83].
Experiments have also shown that, in general, cross-linking in LDPE is easier to achieve
than in HDPE, because of a greater fraction of an amorphous phase [83]. It has been
claimed that the length of the carbon-carbon bond is too short (ca. 1.54 Å) for crosslink-
ing of adjacent chains in the crystal lattice of pure HDPE where the relative distance of
chains is near to 4.1 Å [67].
It is widely accepted that free-radical reactions contribute to PE cross-linking [34], though
opinions on the precise details and the types of free radicals involved vary [82]. The details
of cross-link formation in pure, crystalline HDPE are studied in publications I and II of
this thesis.
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4.3.2 Cellulose and irradiation
Figure 11 shows three typical damage types occurring in cellulose after a recoil event. In
the top panel radical formation is demonstrated, in the middle panel a broken glucose
ring, and in the bottom panel chain scission.
Figure 11: Image sequence showing the three typical damage types occuring in cellulose
as results of a recoil event.
Even though irradiation processing techniques have been widely and successfully applied
to synthetic polymers for decades, the natural polymers have been found to be difficult
to process, and to suffer main chain degradation and other chemical changes of less
well defined character, when exposed to high-energy radiation [25]. In recent years,
natural polymers are being looked at again with renewed interest because of their unique
characteristics such as inherent renewability, biocompatibility, biodegradability and easy
availability. Irradiation has long been discussed as a means of modifying cellulose for
different purposes, such as better processability in subsequent production stages or the
transformation to low molar mass products in the context of chemical generation from
woody biomass [40].
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The effects of EB radiation and γ irradiation on cellulose have been evaluated in a mul-
titude of studies. In general, ionizing radiation causes degradation of cellulose. The
degradation of various types of cellulose pulps and papers by EB irradiation has been
noted in various recent studies [42, 15, 29]. On the other hand, it has been reported
that EB treatment can improve some properties of microcrystalline cellulose with regard
to food application [58] and that such irradiation enhances acidic hydrolysis of bagasse7
more than enzymatic hydrolysis. In the case of γ irradiation, studies agree that different
cellulose and paper grade pulps decrease their molar mass while the oxidized cellulose
functionalities are increased [88, 98]. However, at γ radiation doses below 15 kGy, no
impact on paper stability was found by mechanical tests [31].
The effects of irradiation with recoil energies from 5 to 100 eV in crystalline cellulose Iβ
samples are studied in publications I and V of this thesis.
7Bagasse is the fibrous matter that remains after sugarcane or sorghum stalks are crushed to extract
their juice.
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5 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
In this section, the computer simulation methods that have been used in this work are
described. The concept of molecular dynamics is explained and the inter-atomic poten-
tials required for the simulations are detailed. The specific features of each potential and
approaches that are especially important for irradiation simulations are also described.
5.1 Molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a simulation method based on solving classical equations of
motion for a system consisting of many interacting objects, quite often atoms. MD was
first used in the 1950’s [2], and since then its popularity has been increasing constantly,
thanks to the ever-growing computational power. In MD simulations the computational
time often scales linearly with the number of atoms in the simulation, so if one can
simulate a small system for 10 ns, then a system with ten times more atoms can be
simulated only for 1 ns. In the earliest MD simulations the number of particles was
about 1000, and the system could be simulated for a few picoseconds (1× 10−12 s) [77].
Today’s computational resources allow us to model systems as big as 100 million particles
for several nanoseconds.
5.1.1 Simulation algorithms
Figure 12 describes the iteration algorithm behind a typical atomistic MD simulation
procedure. Starting with initial positions ri and velocities vi of the atoms i = 1 . . . N ,
and given an inter-atomic potential V (rN), the force acting on each atom is derived from
Fi = −∇riV (rN), where rN = (r1, r2, . . . rN), (2)
and then the equations of motion,
miai = mi
∂2ri
∂t2
= Fi, (3)
are integrated over a small time step ∆t. Here mi and ai are the mass and acceleration
of atom i.
The integration is done numerically by using a suitable efficient integrator algorithm.
The Gear 5 predictor-corrector algorithm [3] is employed in the MD code PARCAS [62]
which was used in this thesis in all the simulations involving HDPE. With Gear 5, the
numerical errors cause very small energy fluctuations, but they are not reversible, so there
is always a small drift in the total energy of the simulation system. In the simulation
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Figure 12: Flowchart of a simple MD algorithm.
code used to model cellulose irradiation, the Velocity Verlet [87] integration algorithm
was used. Compared to Gear 5, Velocity Verlet is computationally more simple, and
has bigger energy fluctuations, but the total energy of the system is stable, assuming an
appropriate time step value is used.
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The choice of the time step ∆t is crucial in ensuring the conservation of energy in MD
simulations; if it is too long, energy is not conserved, if too short, the computational
time is increased unnecessarily. Therefore, an adaptive time step was used in all the
simulations performed in this thesis. This means that whenever energetic particles are
present in the simulation system, ∆t becomes shorter, and as the system cools down and
the kinetic energy of energetic atoms is transformed into potential energy, the time step
is gradually increased. In the simulations of this thesis, typical values of ∆t are 0.1–0.2 fs.
After new positions and velocities are acquired, it might be necessary to update the
neighbour list8 (see the flowchart in Fig. 12). Usually it is enough to do this once in
every 10 simulation steps or so.
The temperature control in the simulations performed in this thesis was done using the
method developed by Berendsen et al. [13]. Here the system temperature T is controlled
by coupling it to an external heat bath of desired temperature T0. This can be achieved
by adding a friction term into the equations of motion (Eq. 3), yielding
miai = Fi +miγ(
T0
T
− 1)vi, (4)
where vi is the velocity of particle i and γ is the damping constant.
Since the temperature of the system is defined by the velocities of the atoms in it, the
temperature control can also be achieved by scaling the velocities at every time step ∆t.
With the Berendsen thermostat the multiplication factor is
λ =
√
1 +
∆t
τT
(
T0
T
− 1), (5)
where τT = 12γ is the time constant determining the scaling rate. The Berendsen pressure
control [13] was used to control the pressure of the system in the relaxation simulations
performed in publications I and II.
After the T and P control phase in the MD algorithm, the simulation program might
output some desired physical quantities (e.g. simulation time, atom coordinates, T , Ekin,
Epot, etc.). Then the algorithm checks if the simulation time exceeds the given maximum
time; if not, the algorithm returns back to the force calculation phase, and if yes, the
program ends.
5.1.2 Inter-atomic potentials
Computationally the most demanding and time consuming part of the MD simulation
algorithm is the calculation of forces (see Eq. 2) from the inter-atomic potential V (rN). In
8A list of nearby atoms for each atom in the system. Of all atoms, only those on the atom’s neighbour
list are taken into account in the force calculation, and the effect of other atoms in the system is considered
to be negligible.
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this thesis two different potential models were used, both based on the reactive empirical
bond order (REBO) potential by Brenner [16].
AIREBO
In the simulations involving polyethylene, the inter-atomic interactions were modelled
with AIREBO [86, 17], a reactive potential for hydrocarbons with intermolecular inter-
actions. The potential has the form
E =
1
2
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
[
EREBOij + E
LJ
ij +
∑
k 6=i,j
Etorskijl
]
, (6)
where the three terms correspond to covalent forces between atoms, van der Waals inter-
actions between molecules and torsional interactions, respectively.
The covalent part of the potential is based on the form proposed by Tersoff [89],
EREBOij = V
R
ij − bijV Aij (7)
where the repulsive (V R) and attractive (V A) contributions are combined in a ratio
determined by the bond-order term bij.
The pairwise interaction terms in Eq. 7 have functional forms as follows:
V Rij (r) = wij(rij)
[
1 +
Qij
rij
]
Aije
−αijrij (8)
V Aij (r) = −wij(rij)
∑
n=1,3B
(n)
ij e
−β(n)ij rij (9)
where the parameters Qij, Aij, B
(n)
ij , αij, and β
(n)
ij depend on the atom types i and j.
Values for these are given in Table II of Ref. [86]. The wij term is a bond weighting
factor,
wij(rij) = S
′(tc(rij)), (10)
that switches off the REBO interactions when the atom pairs exceed typical bonding
distances. The functional forms of the switching function S ′ and the scaling function tc
are given in the Appendix of Ref. [86].
The bij term in Eq. 7 specifies the bond order for the interactions between atoms i and j,
bij =
1
2
[pσpiij + p
σpi
ji ] + pi
rc
ij + pi
dh
ij . (11)
The function of this term is to modify the strength of a bond due to changes in the local
environment. The pircij term depends on whether a bond between atoms i and j has radical
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character and is part of a conjugated system, while pidhij depends on the dihedral angle
for the double bonds [17].
The principal contribution to bij comes from the covalent bond interaction, given by terms
pσpiij and pσpiji :
pσpiij =
[
1 +
∑
k 6=i,j
wik(rik)gi(cos θjik)e
λjik + Pij(N
C
i , N
H
i )
]− 1
2
. (12)
Here the penalty function gi imposes a cost on bonds that are too close to one another,
θjik being the bond angle from atom i to atoms j and k. The exact form of the small
correction factor eλjik can be found in the Appendix of Ref. [86].
The last term in Eq. 12, function Pij, represents a bicubic spline and the quantities NCi
and NHi are the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms, respectively, that are neighbours
of atom i.
The addition of van der Waals interactions, ELJij , and torsion interactions, Etorskijl is what
differentiates AIREBO from the original REBO potential. Shortly,
ELJij = C(rij)V
LJ
ij , (13)
where C(rij) contains several sets of switching functions similar to S ′(t) mentioned ear-
lier9, and
V LJij (rij) = 4εij
[(
σij
rij
)12
−
(
σij
rij
)6]
, (14)
is the traditional Lennard-Jones term. The torsional potential for the dihedral angle
determined by atoms i, j, k and l, has a form
Etorskijl = wkiwijwjlV
tors(ωkijl), (15)
where
V tors(ωkijl) =
256
405
εkijl cos
10
(
ωkijl
2
)
− 1
10
εkijl. (16)
REBO-CHO
In simulations involving cellulose, the REBO-CHO [59, 44] potential was used. REBO-
CHO is based on the second generation REBO potential [17] which was parameterized to
include oxygen-hydrocarbon interactions by Ni et al. [59], and later modified by Kemper
and Sinnott [44].
9The exact form can be found from Ref. [86].
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The REBO-CHO potential has the same functional form as the covalent interaction part
of AIREBO (Eq. 7). The only difference to the equations presented above appears in
Eq. 12:
pσpiij =
[
1 +
∑
k 6=i,j
wik(rik)gi(cos θjik)e
λjik + Pij(N
C
i , N
H
i , N
O
i )
]− 1
2
, (17)
where the new argument NOi represents the number of O atoms that are neighbours of
atom i [17].
The strategy used by Ni et al. in Ref. [59] for parametrization of the extended potential
was the same as that taken by Brenner for pure hydrocarbon systems [16, 17]. First,
they obtained the sets of parameters Qij, Aij, Bij, αij, and βij, for the repulsive and
attractive terms of the potential that involve O. The parameters are developed so that
the potential correctly reproduces a range of equilibrium distances and the bond energies
for various O–O, C–O, and O–H bonds. The second phase of tuning the potential energies
for specific molecules involves the parametrization of the bond order term, bij, according
to the specific environment of each atom connected by the bond.
Unlike the approach taken by Brenner, however, the extended C–O, O–O, and O–H
potential functions were fitted to values obtained exclusively by high-level, quantum
chemical calculations rather than experimental bond energies and force constant values.
A complete list of the parameter values, the calculated minimum energy values for bond
energies and bond-lengths of representative molecules, and available experimental values
are given in Table 1 of Ref. [59].
The published version of REBO-CHO potential does not include van der Waals forces
or torsional interactions, but the simulation code10 used in our simulations of cellulose
included a standard Lennard-Jones potential (Eq. 14) for intermolecular interactions.
5.2 Simulation set-up
The set-up and analysis of all the simulations performed in this thesis are explained in
more detail in the corresponding publications. Here the settings and procedures used for
the simulations presented in the next section are briefly described.
Often irradiation of materials is simulated as a bombardment by a high energy particle,
like an argon ion or a deuteron, on the surface of the specimen. For example in the
work of Beardmore et al. [11], HDPE was bombarded by argon atoms with an energy
of 1 keV. Another way to simulate the interaction between, e.g., the colliding electron
and the lattice atom is by giving an initial kinetic energy, the recoil energy, to some
10Written mostly by Travis Kemper, further modified by the author with an adaptive time step and a
new temperature control scheme.
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randomly chosen atom (recoil atom) in the lattice. This method was used in this work.
The direction of each collision, i.e. the direction of the initial velocity, was also generated
randomly. This approach is suitable when one is not interested in sputtering or damage
occurring at the surface, and when the concentration of ions in the specimen is small
enough not to have a notable effect on the chemistry of the material.
In all irradiation simulations, the target crystal was relaxed at 0 K before the recoil event.
Periodic boundary conditions were used in all directions. During irradiation, Berendsen
temperature control [13] was applied at the cell borders (thickness 3 Å), to scale the
temperature there towards 0 K.
In damage threshold simulations, the threshold energies for damage production in HDPE
and cellulose were determined by giving the target atom a recoil energy in a random
direction. Using a binary search algorithm, the recoil energy was tuned until the threshold
energy for creating damage in the sample was pinpointed by 0.5 eV precision. The
definition for the word damage used here is that at least one bond in the target sample is
broken as a consequence of the recoil event. This process was then repeated 500 times for
all targets to get a good coverage of all incident angles. Each of these simulations were
run for 3 ps. In the damage threshold simulations for cellulose, the damage affecting only
H atoms was ignored, to simplify the interpretation of the damage threshold maps, since
H damage would be invisible in experiments such as TEM imaging.
All damage threshold maps presented in this thesis are based on 500 recoil events with
a random initial recoil direction. Using these 500 data points as base values, the map
grid is filled with interpolated values, of which the final map is composed. Note that
when spherical maps are stretched to planar maps, the polar regions in the images are
strongly elongated in the horizontal direction. The white bands in the top and bottom
of the maps are caused by the insufficient number of data points occurring in the pole
regions due to their small solid angle.
In the single impact simulations performed in publications I and II, 100 irradiation events
were modelled with recoil energies of 5–100 eV. After a recoil event, HDPE simulations
were run for 10 ps and cellulose simulations for 20 ps, to give the system some time
to relax, and also to give all the reactions of interest enough time to occur. In the
cellulose simulations of publication I hydrogen recoils were not modelled, since the H
recoils had a high tendency to escape the periodic boundaries of the simulation box. For
later publications the simulation procedure was improved to allow also H recoils with
higher energies11.
11In the simulations of publication I the recoil atom was always at the center of the system, thus
allowing it to move by, at maximum, 12× the longest box dimension before reaching the box boundaries.
Later this was improved by moving the system in such a way that the recoil atom was positioned close to
the borders of the system in the direction opposite to the recoil direction, thus maximizing the distance
to the closest boundary in the recoil direction.
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Figure 13: Threshold cross-section of hydrogen (blue), carbon (red) and oxygen (green)
as a function of recoil energy for 200 keV (left plot) and 500 keV (right plot) electron
irradiation. Distributions a and b, correspond to recoil atoms in HDPE, and distributions
c and d to recoil atoms in cellulose.
In the cumulative bombardment simulations performed in publications II and V, electron
irradiation was modelled with electron energies of 200 and 500 keV. In order to achieve
a realistic recoil energy distribution for these simulations, the distribution of threshold
cross-section σD as a function of energy was calculated using a form of the McKinley
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Feshbach approximation [56] given by Lucasson [53],
dσ
dT
= (2.5 · 10−25cm2)Z21− β
2
β4
Tmax
T 2
[
1− β2 T
Tmax
+ piαβ
(√
T
Tmax
− T
Tmax
)]
. (18)
Here T is the recoil energy, Tmax the maximum energy transfer from electron to recoil
atom (calculated using Eq. 1 on page 14), Z the atomic number, α ≈ Z
137
and β = ve
c
,
the electron velocity divided by the speed of light. Calculations using Eq. 18 yielded the
distributions shown in Figure 13.
To determine the relative amounts of different recoil types, the threshold cross-section
was integrated over the recoil energy range,
σD =
∫ Tmax
Td
Θ(T−Td) dσ(T ). (19)
Here Td is the threshold energy for the onset of damage, acquired from damage threshold
simulations, and Θ(T−Td) is a simple step function. Using the integrated cross-section
values, and taking into account the relative quatities of different atom types in polyethy-
lene and cellulose, gave us the ratios for the different recoil atom types shown in Table 5.2.
Table 2: Relative amounts of different recoil atom types in cumulative bombardment
simulations for HDPE and cellulose.
electron
energy
H in
HDPE
C in
HDPE
H in
cellulose
C in
cellulose
O in
cellulose
200 keV 77% 23% 60% 29% 11%
500 keV 67% 33% 46% 33% 21%
For both HDPE and cellulose samples, 20 sets of cumulative bombardment simulations
were carried out using electron energies of 200 and 500 keV. The simulation time ranged
from 3 to 10 ps depending on the recoil atom type and energy. Between each recoil event,
the system was relaxed and cooled down with the Berendsen temperature control applied
to all atoms; and in HDPE simulations, including Berendsen pressure control, with a
time constant of 200 fs.
To obtain information about the size distribution of free radicals and broken polymer
chains, we used a clustering algorithm developed in our group, where the atoms were
grouped to fragments based on a cut-off distance, which takes into account the bond
lengths between different atom types and periodic boundary conditions.
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6 RESULTS
6.1 Threshold energy for damage production
In this section the main results from the threshold energy simulations are presented and
some comparisons between HDPE and cellulose results are made.
Figure 14: A visualization of the target molecules for the damage threshold simulations
and the orientation of the recoil atoms.
Figure 14 shows the recoiling atoms for all damage threshold simulations. The left side of
the image shows the PE chain with the recoil atoms C0 and H1 marked, as well as their
nearest neighbouring atoms. The right side of Fig. 14 displays the recoil atoms (C1–C6
and O2–O6) marked on the cellulose chain. Longitudes and latitudes on the damage
threshold maps of Figs. 15, 16 and 17 are explained in the drawings at the bottom of
Fig. 14. The markings on the maps in Figs. 15-17 show directions towards (•) and away
from (×) the nearest neighbour atoms.
6.1.1 Polyethylene
Based on our DTE simulations, the average energy needed to create damage in the PE
sample was 10.2±.2 eV for H recoils, and 19.9±.4 eV for C recoils. This agrees well
with TEM experiments, according to which the electron energy needed to induce defects
in polyethylene is about 100 keV [32], corresponding to a maximal energy transfer of
20 eV to a carbon atom. On the other hand, a 100 keV electron energy corresponds to a
maximum energy transfer of 240 eV to H atoms, i.e. well above the threshold. The fact
that no damage is observed in TEMs is most likely due to the fact that almost all the
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damage produced by H recoils are H radicals or H2 molecules (see also Fig. 18 on page
36) and thus not normally visible in TEMs.
Figure 15 displays the energy landscapes of the damage threshold energy for a carbon
atom (a) and a hydrogen atom (b) in a polyethylene chain. Both damage threshold energy
maps are based on 500 recoil events with a random initial recoil direction.
Figure 15: Damage threshold energy map for a carbon atom (a) and a hydrogen atom
(b) in HDPE. The markings show directions towards (•) and away from (×) the nearest
neighbour atoms.
The DTE map for a C atom in HDPE in Fig. 15a shows threshold energy values ranging
from 8.8 eV to 40 eV. Creating damage requires most energy when the recoil pushes
the target atom between its carbon neighbours, or perpendicular to that direction in
the equatorial zone of the map. On the other hand, damage is created with the lowest
recoil energies when the carbon atom is pushed along the direction of its C-C bonds. In
these cases, most of the recoil energy is used for breaking a single C-C bond, instead of
dividing it more evenly between two C-C bonds. Generally damage is more easily created
by recoils along the chain direction (towards poles) than by recoils perpendicular to the
chain direction. The C-H bonds in HDPE are rarely broken as a result of C recoils with
energies less than 30 eV [73]. Thus the features of the DTE map in Fig. 15a are mostly
not connected to the H1 and H2 directions.
The damage threshold map for a hydrogen atom in HDPE is shown in Fig. 15b. Since
the color scale is the same as in Fig. 15a, one immediately notices that, on average, the
threshold energy for creating damage by hydrogen recoils is considerably lower than the
threshold energy for carbon. The lowest threshold energies for a hydrogen atom are 4.5 eV
and the highest 25 eV.
Damage is created with the lowest energies when the hydrogen atom is kicked away from
the nearest carbon atoms (C0, C1 and C2) or pushed towards them. When damage is
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created it typically means that the recoiling hydrogen breaks its H-C bond. In about 4%
of the cases the damage is caused by the neighbour hydrogen (H2 in the Fig. 14) breaking
free from C1, and in about 2% of the cases the first damage to occur is the breaking of
the PE chain.
6.1.2 Cellulose
Table 3 collects all the average damage threshold energy (DTE) values for each of the
unique carbon (C1–C6) and oxygen (O2–O6) atoms in the cellulose monomer, and also
the average DTEs for all C atoms, all O atoms, H bound to C atoms, and for H bound
to O atoms.
Table 3: Average threshold energies for each unique carbon and oxygen atom in cellulose
monomer, and also averages over all C, O and H atoms. The uncertainties reported in
the table correspond to 1σ confidence interval.
Atom DTE(eV)
DTEmin
(eV)
DTEmax
(eV) Atom
DTE
(eV)
DTEmin
(eV)
DTEmax
(eV)
C1 15.4±.2 7.1 28.5 - - - -
C2 13.6±.2 6.7 34.5 O2 22.7±.3 12.3 44.6
C3 16.8±.3 7.8 42.5 O3 23.8±.3 12.3 46.4
C4 15.3±.2 8.8 28.9 O4 22.2±.3 10.6 44.3
C5 16.5±.2 8.8 32.7 O5 18.9±.3 9.2 35.9
C6 17.7±.3 8.5 46.0 O6 22.9±.3 10.9 40.1
All C 15.9±.1 - - All O 22.1±.1 - -
HC 8.6±.1 4.1 19.8 HO 9.7±.2 3.8 21.6
From carbon atoms, C6 has the highest DTE, 17.7±.3 eV. This is expected since C6 is
also the only carbon with two H bonds, thus it is able to form stronger bonds with C5
and O6. C2 has the lowest DTE, 13.6±.2 eV. On the other hand, C3 has a significantly
higher DTE, 16.8±.3 eV, even though the bonding structure appears to be very similar to
C2 (see Fig. 14 on page 29). The difference lies in the second neighbour atoms: because
C1 has two oxygen bonds in comparison to C4’s one oxygen bond, its ability to form
strong bonds with C2 is decreased, and thus the C1–C2 bond is weaker than the bond
C4–C3.
The average DTE for all oxygens, 22.1±.1 eV, is about 40 % higher than the average DTE
for all carbons, 15.9±.1 eV. The DTE for oxygens in the OH groups (O2, O3 and O6)
is somewhat higher than the DTE for O4 and O5, both of which have two O-C bonds.
Maybe surprisingly, O4 has a higher DTE than O5 even though they both have a similar
bonding structure. This difference appears to be due to the glucose ring often folding
open after a recoil impact to O5, thus preventing the broken bond from healing, whereas
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after O4 recoil, unless both O-C bonds are broken, the single dangling bond often heals
itself.
Hydrogen atoms bound to O, HO in Table 3, seem to have on average a higher DTE than
hydrogen bound to C, HC in Table 3: 9.7±.1 eV vs. 8.6±.1 eV. This agrees well with
experimental bond dissociation energies: 4.7 eV for O-H and 3.5 − 4.5 eV (affected by
substituents) for C-H bonds [14]. The DTE for HC is also slightly lower than the DTE
for hydrogens in PE, 10.2±.1 eV [73].
In the damage threshold simulations the threshold energy for damage production as a
function of the recoil direction was modelled for all unique carbon and oxygen atoms in
a cellulose chain. The resulting DTE maps are shown in Figures 16 and 17.
Figure 16 shows DTE maps for carbon atoms C1–C6. These maps show that the damage
is usually produced with the lowest energies when the recoil atom is pushed either towards
its neighbour atom or directly away from it, and the map features are very similar in both
of these directions. A notable exception to this is the C5–C6 bond, (in both maps at the
bottom row of Fig. 16) for which the DTE is highest when C6 is kicked in the direction
of C5 or when C5 is kicked away from C6, and in the respective opposite directions we
see low DTE values.
DTE maps for oxygen atoms O2–O6 are shown in Fig. 17. In all maps, the threshold
energy appears to be the lowest when the oxygen recoil atom is pushed away from its
carbon neighbour. The DTE maps for O5 and O6 are rather symmetrical along the O-C
bond directions, since a blue low threshold region is visible in both directions along the
bond axis. In the DTE maps for O2–O4, the opposite trend appears, as the direction
towards the neighbouring C atoms appear to be a region of high threshold energy.
6.1.3 Discussion
The average threshold energy for all C atoms in the cellulose monomer, 15.9±.1 eV, (and
even the highest DTE 17.7±.3 eV for C6), is lower than the DTE for carbon atoms in
HDPE 19.9±.4 eV [73]. The main reason is that the bond structure is different, as all
carbon atoms in cellulose have at least one oxygen bond, although it cannot be ruled out
that minor differences in the inter-atomic potentials used for polyethylene [86, 17] and
cellulose [59, 44] may be in part responsible for the difference.
The minimum threshold energies reported here for C and H atoms in HDPE, and C, H
and O atoms in cellulose are considerably higher than the bond dissociation energies for
the corresponding bonds. E.g., for C atoms in cellulose, the DTE is 15.9±.01 eV and the
bond energies for C-C and C-O bonds in cellulose are between 3 and 4 eV [44], depending
on the bonding environment. A similar effect can be seen in other materials, such as Si:
Ebond = 2.3 eV, Ethresh = 13 eV [52] and Fe: Ebond = 1.1 eV, Ethresh = 16− 20 eV [53, 55].
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Figure 16: 2D energy landscapes showing the damage threshold energies of carbon atoms
the cellulose monomer.
In graphene the bond energy is Ebond ≈ 5 eV [37] and the minimum threshold energy is
approximately 15.7 eV [57].
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Figure 17: 2D energy landscapes showing the damage threshold energies of oxygen atoms
in the cellulose monomer.
6.2 Damage production above the threshold energy
In this section the results from irradiation simulations with recoil energies above the
threshold energy are reported and some comparisons between HDPE and cellulose results
are made. The results in this section are mostly from publications II and V.
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6.2.1 Polyethylene
Single impact simulations
Table 4 shows statistics of the different kinds of damage caused by single impact simula-
tions at recoil energies between 5 and 100 eV. 50 hydrogen recoils and 50 carbon recoils
were simulated for each energy.
Table 4: Broken chains, free molecules and cross-links formed in HDPE during single
impact simulations. The uncertainties reported in the table correspond to 1σ confidence
interval.
recoil
energy [eV]
recoil
atom
broken
chains
free
molecules cross-links
5 H 0.0 0.0 0.0
C 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 H 0.0 0.42±.09 0.0
C 0.10±.04 0.0 0.0
20 H 0.10±.04 0.68±.12 0.0
C 0.48±.10 0.0 0.0
30 H 0.14±.05 0.94±14 0.0
C 0.86±.13 0.22±.07 0.0
50 H 0.24±.07 1.5±.2 0.0
C 1.0±.1 0.58±.11 0.0
100 H 0.64±.11 2.4±.2 0.0
C 1.5±.2 2.4±.2 0.04±.03
In single impact simulations, the damage starts to occur with 10 eV recoil energy, when
approximately 10% of C recoils produce broken chains (chain scission) and more than 40%
of H recoils produce free molecules. With 30 eV recoil energy all recoil events produce
damage, C recoils dominantly chain scission and H recoils free radicals. Cross-linking
was observed only after 100 eV C recoils. The mass of created free molecules increased
linearly as a function of recoil energy (see Fig. 6 in publication II).
The average recoil atom path lengths12 were from 4.6 to 14 Å for H recoils, and from 0
to 6.3 Å for C recoils, with energies of 10–100 eV. On average, the distances travelled
by hydrogen recoil atoms are about twice as long as the distances travelled by carbon
recoils. Even with 100 eV recoil energy, the recoiling carbon atom usually moves no
farther than the nearest neighbour chain, at a 4.1 Å distance. Our MD results were
12The average length is calculated only from those recoil atoms that break free from the original chain.
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subsequently compared with the recoil atom path lengths calculated with the binary-
collision approximation code SRIM [103, 101]. SRIM calculations13 yielded mean ranges
of 14 and 47 Å for 20 and 100 eV H atoms, and 8 and 16 Å for 20 and 100 eV C atoms,
respectively. Comparison with the MD results shows that the SRIM ranges are roughly a
factor of 3 higher than the MD results. This indicates that the ion movement is strongly
affected by the structure and chemical bonding in polyethylene, and that the binary
collision approximation do not appear to be suitable for simulation of recoils in organic
materials at energies . 100 eV.
Figure 18: Distribution of free molecules
from single impact simulations. Blue bars
correspond to molecules created by 50
(striped) and 100 eV (full color) H recoils;
red bars show the number of molecules cre-
ated by C recoils.
Figure 19: Average distribution of free
molecules in HDPE after 20 consecutive
recoils with energies corresponding to 200
(green) and 500 keV electrons (violet).
The distribution of free radicals and other molecules in 50 and 100 eV simulations is shown
in Fig. 18. The most abundant radical types are H and CHx, but some non-reactive H2
molecules were also produced, especially by H recoils. The 100 eV recoils produced
about 2.5 times more free radicals and molecules than the 50 eV recoils, namely 4.8±.3
versus 2.1±.2 radicals per recoil. The C recoils produce a wider distribution of different
molecules, while H recoils create mostly H and H2.
Cumulative bombardment
In the cumulative bombardment simulations, the effect of electron irradiation, such as
TEM imaging, was modelled using electron energies of 200 and 500 keV. This means
13Details of parameters used can be found in publication II.
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that the recoil atom type was chosen according to the procedure explained earlier in
section 5.2, giving C or H recoils with probabilities shown in Table 5.2. The energies
were given to C and H recoils according to distributions shown in Figs. 13a and 13b on
page 27.
Table 5 shows broken chains, free molecules and cross-links created during the cumulative
bombardment. The average recoil energy was 31.4 eV in 200 keV simulations, and 43.5 eV
in 500 keV simulations. The median recoil energy values are considerably less than the
averages; 17 and 18 eV for 200 and 500 keV H recoils, and 26 and 30 eV for C recoils.
Table 5: Average recoil energy and the number of broken chains, free molecules and cross-
links formed in HDPE during cumulative bombardment simulations. The uncertainties
reported in the table correspond to 1σ confidence interval.
electron
energy [keV]
ave. recoil
energy [eV]
broken chains
per recoil
free molecules
per recoil
cross-links
per recoil
200 31.4 0.08±.02 0.28±.03 0
500 43.5 0.13±.02 0.36±.03 0
A single 200 keV electron collision during cumulative bombardment causes on average
0.08±.02 broken chains and 0.28±.03 free molecules in the target sample. For 500 keV
electrons, these numbers are 0.13±.02 and 0.36±.03, respectively. Compared to the recoil
events reported earlier, the damage caused by a single recoil event in the cumulative
bombardment is minor. No cross-links were produced in the cumulative bombardment
simulations.
The average distribution of free molecules after 20 consecutive impacts with recoil energies
corresponding to 200 and 500 keV electron irradiation is shown in Fig. 19. In both
cases the vast majority of free molecules are H radicals or H2, but 500 keV electron
bombardment creates a wider distribution of free molecules; H and H2 are still most
abundant but additionally there is 18% of various hydrocarbon radicals.
6.2.2 Cellulose
Single impact simulations
Table 6 shows the amount of broken chains, broken glucose rings and free molecules
produced in cellulose in single impact simulations. Broken rings were found to be the
most common form of damage with recoil energies 10–30 eV, and with higher recoil
energies, free molecules were most abundant. Chain scission began to occur when the
recoil energy was 20 eV and higher. Cross-links were formed only in one of the 100 eV
simulations.
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Table 6: Broken chains, broken glucose rings and free molecules formed in cellulose after
single impact simulations. The uncertainties reported in the table correspond to 1σ
confidence interval.
recoil
energy [eV]
broken chains
per recoil
broken rings
per recoil
free molecules
per recoil
cross-links
per recoil
10 0.0 0.05±.02 0.0 0.0
20 0.07±.03 0.39±.05 0.20±.04 0.0
30 0.25±.04 0.56±.05 0.34±.05 0.0
50 0.36±.05 0.65±.05 0.85±.07 0.0
100 0.63±.05 1.1±.1 1.4±.1 0.01±.01
The distribution of free radicals and molecules produced with recoil energies of 50 and
100 eV is shown in Figure 20. With a recoil energy of 50 eV, the biggest groups of free
molecules were COHx and hydroxyl radicals (OH). With the recoil energy 100 eV, H2
molecules form the biggest group but COHx and hydroxyl radicals are still relatively
abundant. The average amount of free molecules formed per 50 eV recoil is 0.85 and 1.4
per 100 eV recoil.
Figure 20: Distribution of free molecules
from the single impact simulations of cel-
lulose with recoil energies of 50 and 100 eV.
The molecule types are ordered by increas-
ing molecular mass.
Figure 21: Average distribution of free
molecules in cellulose after 20 consecu-
tive recoils with energies corresponding to
200 keV electrons (green bars) and 500 keV
electrons (violet bars).
The C and O recoils were found to have mostly similar impacts in our simulations. The
biggest differences were in the amounts of radicals of form CHx, which were all produced
by C recoils, and hydroxyl radicals (OH), of which 85% were produced by O recoils.
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Cumulative bombardment
In the cumulative bombardment simulations for cellulose, the effect of electron irradiation
was modelled using electron energies of 200 and 500 keV, just as was done with HDPE
earlier. The probabilities for H, C and O recoils are shown in Table 5.2. Figures 13c and
13d on page 27 show the threshold cross-section σD for hydrogen (blue), carbon (red) and
oxygen (green) as a function of recoil energy. The recoil energies used in the cumulative
bombardment simulations were produced with these distributions.
Table 7 shows that the average recoil atom energy in 200 keV simulations was 30.6 eV,
and in 500 keV simulations 37.0 eV. Also shown are the average number of broken glucose
rings, broken polymer chains, free molecules and cross-links per recoil event created during
the cumulative bombardment.
Table 7: Average recoil energy and the number of broken chains, broken rings, free
molecules and cross-links formed per recoil event in cellulose during cumulative bombard-
ment simulations. The uncertainties reported in the table correspond to 1σ confidence
interval.
electron
energy [keV]
ave. recoil
energy [eV]
broken chains
per recoil
broken rings
per recoil
free molecules
per recoil
cross-links
per recoil
200 30.6 0.005±.004 0.35±.02 0.70±.03 0.05±.01
500 37.0 0.008±.004 0.50±.03 0.80±.03 0.05±.01
The most common type of damage in the cumulative bombardment simulations is the
generation of free molecules, mostly hydrogens. With 200 keV, 75% of free molecules are
either H or H2 and with 500 keV, 66%. Broken rings are formed after 35% of the 200 keV
simulations and after 50% of the 500 keV simulations.
Chain scission was observed to be a rarer phenomenon with the simulated recoil energies.
As we can see from Table 7, only 0.005±.004 and 0.008±.004 broken chains per recoil
event were observed with 200 and 500 keV electron energies. 0.05±.01 cross-links per
recoil event were produced with both electron energies.
Figure 21 shows the average distribution of free molecules after cumulative bombardment
with recoil energies corresponding to 200 keV and 500 keV electron irradiation. Both
simulation sets produce very similar distributions of free molecules, the main difference
being that heavier fragments are more abundant after 500 keV electron bombardment.
6.2.3 Discussion
Cumulative bombardment of HDPE produced on average less damage per recoil than an
event in single impact simulations with corresponding recoil energy. The reason for this
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is that the recoil energy distributions used here (shown in Fig. 13) are peaked at the
lowest recoil energies and thus the majority of the recoil events have such low energies
that producing damage is unlikely.
In both materials, H radicals and H2 are the most abundant free molecules formed in the
cumulative bombardment simulations. This is to be expected since the recoil atoms are
mostly hydrogens and from single impact results (Fig 18 in page 36) we see that H recoils
produce mostly H and H2.
Tables 5 and 7 show that, even though the electron energy increases from 200 to 500 keV
(by 250%), the average recoil energy is increased much less than that, by ∼40% in HDPE
and by ∼20% in cellulose. This is partly a result of the fact that with the higher electron
energy, a relatively bigger fraction of recoil atoms are carbon or oxygen atoms, and the
maximum energy transfer from the incoming electron to the recoil atom gets smaller as
the recoil atom mass increases.
The occurrence of chain scission was found to be rare in cellulose, especially in cumulative
bombardment simulations. One reason for this is that only O4 recoils are typically able
to cause broken chains and only 2.1% of the recoils in the 200 keV simulations (4.2%
with 500 keV) are given to this atom, and many of those do not have enough energy to
produce damage. The other is that the longer simulation time (20 × from 3 to 10 ps,
depending on the recoil energy) gives the broken chains formed in the earlier phases of
the cumulative bombardment time to recombine or to form cross-links with neighbouring
chains.
In cellulose, cross-linking was found to be more common after cumulative bombard-
ment than after single impact simulations. A more careful analysis of the cumulative
simulation systems reveals that the first three of the consecutive recoil events did not
produce cross-links in any of the systems but after that they became more common. This
agrees well with experiments, according to which cross-linking in the amorphous phase is
more probable because of already existing disorder and irregularity among the polymer
chains [83]. For instance the level of cross-linking within crystalline regions of HDPE has
been reported to be about one fourth of that in amorphous regions [82].
Our cumulative bombardment results are also in qualitative agreement with Fourier
transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy [38] results on irradiation of wood and cellu-
lose which show that the material undergoes changes in the carbon bonding environment
on exposure to plasmas [64, 7] and electron beams [78]. Since the type of irradiation and
sample sizes are very different, a quantitative comparison with the FT-IR results is not
possible.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this thesis estimate the probability and nature of damage pro-
duced by low-energy recoils in high-density, crystalline polyethylene and in crystalline
cellulose Iβ. Our results show that the threshold energy for damage production is strongly
dependent on the direction of the initial recoil with respect to the covalent bonds to the
neighbouring C and O atoms. The lowest threshold energy is typically observed when the
recoil atom is kicked in the directly opposite direction from one of its bonded neighbouring
atoms.
In HDPE, the simulated threshold energy for C atoms, 19.9±.4 eV, is in excellent agree-
ment with TEM experiments [32]. In cellulose, the simulated threshold energies for
carbon atoms were somewhat lower than in HDPE: the DTE for C atoms on the glucose
ring (C1–C5) was on average 15.5 eV, and the DTE for C6, with two C-H bonds, was
17.7±.3 eV. Also, the oxygen atom on the glucose ring O5 had a lower DTE (18.9 eV)
than other oxygen atoms (on average 22.9 eV).
In simulations of irradiation in HDPE with recoil energies above the threshold energy,
single C recoils up to 100 eV were found to produce predominantly free H atoms and H2
molecules, but also a significant fraction of free hydrocarbon molecules. Single H recoils
produced solely hydrogen damage with recoil energies up to 50 eV, and also with 100 eV
recoils the fraction of hydrocarbon radicals is only a few percent.
Two sets of cumulative bombardment simulations, with recoil energies corresponding to
TEM imaging with 200 and 500 kV voltage, were carried out for HDPE and cellulose. The
results showed that the most common damage types were formation of H radicals and H2
molecules. Chain scission, cross-linking and formation of heavier radicals were observed
to be less common. Consecutive recoil impacts on the same system did not produce more
damage per recoil event in comparison to the single impact simulations. Although, in
cellulose, the accumulated damage increased the probability for cross-linking. In HDPE,
cross-linking was observed only for 100 eV C recoils, and even for these the probability
was only a few percent. This agrees well with the work of Patel and Keller (1975) who
concluded that in the case of crystalline HDPE, cross-linking occurs at the chain ends,
not within the crystal [67].
Since it has been observed that irradiation sufficient to cause cross-linking at ambient
temperature in the amorphous phase of polymeric materials (like in the case of polyethy-
lene) produces only minor changes in the crystalline phase [1], it would be an interesting
topic for future work to simulate HDPE and cellulose with amorphous regions, and study
how this would affect the probabilities for chain scission and cross-linking. Another topic
of interest would be to check whether density functional theory calculations would yield
similar results as our threshold energy simulations.
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